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EXTRACT

PITCH: All hell begins with Genesis!

SYNOPSIS: West Africa 1966. Following the death of Henry Travis
Edward Ashford aristocrat travels to the Kijuju region to gain 
knowledge of a flower's name "Staircase of the sun." According 
to the notes of Henry Travis, this smacks has the ability to 
multiply the strength, intelligence and vitality of whoever 
consumes. So that's why that Edward Ashford went to the scene. 
Upon his arrival in Kijuju, accompanied by some armed men and 
an archaeologist, they went to the ruins of the tribe N'Dipaya.
Only trouble begins when some armed men stand in the path that 
leads to the ruins. A confrontation broke out, and Edward 
Ashford was forced to turn back. 6 years have passed, with the 
help of his friend Lord Ozwell E. Spencer, they return to 
Kijuju and manage to infiltrate the ruins or they discover the 
flower.

CHARACTERS .

Lord Ozwell E. Spencer
Sir Edward Ashford
Dr. James Marcus
Travis Henry ( writer and archaeologist )
Abraham J Cox ( archaeologist )
Veronica Jensen
People of Kijuju
N'Dipaya tribe
armed soldiers of Sir Edward Ashford and Lord Ozwell E. Spencer
Stanley
Mitch
Charles
Butler
Spencer 's henchman
The doctors
The nurses ( eras )
The black woman
The corpse is revived in the morgue
The hospital receptionist

PLACE OF ACTION.

Kijuju - West Africa .



27.EXT.Kijuju.afternoon

One of N'Dipaya advances, and starts screaming a word .
All other screaming and start running towards Edward and 
Veronica . Some stop to shoot with guns. Other darker armed 
with machetes , pruning knife , stick, fork , stick , bottle 
broken glass knife.

28.INT.Kijuju.afternoon

One of the villagers , grabbed the arm of Abraham .
Bodyguards react by firing in the air.

Bodyguard 1
(Shining with his gun)

Let him go !

Another villager , walks behind and hit the bodyguard in the 
head with a sledgehammer. The second guard pulled the 
villagers. Others begin to grumble .

Bodyguard 2
(Raising his voice)

Let's get out of here!

The guard opened fire on the villagers.
Some resist shooting, after having absorbed an unknown flower.

Bodyguard 2
(surprised)

My God no !!!

The bodyguard 2 and Abraham are caught and plated back on the 
floor, under the gaze of the other guard . Armed with stones 
and launches , villagers beat and shred their victims.
Abraham is flattening the head by a large rock .
The bodyguard 1 is quick to get up and run away .

29.INT.Kijuju.afternoon

Veronica and Edward descend down to the cave , when caught by 
the bodyguard 1 .

Edward Ashford
(worried)
Mitch !

Where is Stanley and Abraham ?

Mitch
(Nods)

They are dead.



Edward soars to continue when Mitch retains .

Mitch
(Holding Edward's arm)

It is dangerous to side!

Edward Ashford
(turns around)

Outside as it's dangerous!

In the middle of the conversation, a bat droppings fall to the 
ground . The three protagonists raise their heads, and notes.

Veronica
(Eyes widening)

Do you think the same thing
than me ?

Mitch
(Giving an order)
Sir ! Hide behind

pillars, and protect yourself
the head !

Veronica and Edward are hiding.
Mitch look both ways when he hears screams from outside . The 
crowd moves toward Mitch , it has several times in the air to 
scare the bats . Mitch dives face down and covers his head 
while bats plunge outward.
The N'Dipaya villagers are attacked by some of them .

Mitch
(Cries)

Let's go !!!

The protagonists are heading for the exit.


